Well, Opy, it’s a new year! It’s time to buckle down and figure out what I want to accomplish in 2020! No way I’m giving up on these goals! I learned my lesson from last year. This pez dispenser collection was doomed to fail from the start.

First, keep track of privacy laws around the world. The California Consumer Privacy Act is in effect. U.S. Congress is mulling a federal law. Brazil has its own law going into effect, and that’s not even taking privacy and Brexit into account. Lots to watch!

Next: I must keep tabs on all the data subject access requests that haven’t been fulfilled. Can’t let those things stick around too long.

Hey, stay out of the fridge! I have a calzone in there! I’m going to get your information.

After that, I want to take a deep dive into facial recognition. It’s being deployed everywhere, and there’s a lot of debate about how it should be used. I don’t want my face captured, but I need a better answer. This mask isn’t making me any friends.

Of course, I’ll have to be ready for the unexpected. You never know when a company will be fined for violating the EU General Data Protection Regulation. A data breach takes place that impacts millions or what may happen in any given election.

Whatever comes our way, Opy, we’ll be ready. We are going to crush it in 2020!